
 

 

  

 
 
 

“Her performance established her as a player of impressive power and natural 
command, tenderness and sweet-toned appeal. Hristova’s fervent virtuosity 
brought the audience to its feet.”— THE WASHINGTON POST 
 
“Hristova gave the Foss a captivating performance with the Milwaukee 
Symphony, bringing a pure, ringing sound and style to melodic passages and 
handling fast, technical sections with grace and ease.”  
— JOURNAL SENTINEL/USA TODAY NETWORK 
 
“Hristova played the work with passion from the very first note. She has an 
innate musicality that makes musical sense of each phrase she plays. Every 
sound she draws from her 1655 Amati is superb.” 
           — THE STRAD 
 
“Ms. Hristova played with expressive nuance, flair, virtuosity and a rich tone.” 
           — THE NEW YORK TIMES 
 

“Weaving through the twists of Prokofiev’s opening theme, never compromising the requested dreamy tone, 
Hristova would also prove she could strum her instrument with the fury of a folk-fiddler and deliver immaculate 
double-stopped counterpoint.” — NEW ZEALAND HERALD 
 
“The young violinist Bella Hristova played Astor Piazzolla’s Four Season of Buenos Aires. With a sure technique 
that easily surmounted the work’s virtuoso requirements, Hristova performed the tango master’s dusky, sensuous 
melodies with just the right amount of schmaltz and with an abandon that was a welcome contrast to the painfully 
correct playing offered by some soloists .” 
                        — SOUTH FLORIDA SUN-SENTINEL 
 
“Bella Hristova succeeded in crafting emotions out of the music with absolute control of texture and balance. Her 
flawless playing gave the music a personal intensity and depth.” 
(Auckland Philharmonia, Bruch Violin Concerto) 
                        — THE NATIONAL BUSINESS REVIEW (NZ) 
 
“The robust sound she drew from her Niccolo Amati violin had a distinctive, voice-like tone, whether she was 
ripping through passages at breakneck speed or caressing one of the more contemplative melodies of the second 
movement.”                       — TULSA WORLD 
 
“Hristova is that rare young violinist able to bring together virtuosity and musical depth naturally.” 
                        — RUTLAND HERALD 
 
“Violinist Bella Hristova was a fearless soloist in American composer Kevin Puts’s spectacular solo 
showpiece, Arches. Hristova’s stunning sense of line and dazzling display of virtuosic pyrotechnics were 
breathtaking.”                       — THE AUSTRALIAN 
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BELLA HRISTOVA,   violinist 
 

Acclaimed for her passionate, powerful performances, beautiful sound, and compelling command of her instrument, 
violinist Bella Hristova is a young musician with a growing international career.  The Strad has praised, “Every sound she 
draws is superb.” This season Ms. Hristova continues her characteristically rich and wide-ranging musical career, 
performing numerous concertos as well as recitals and chamber music. 
 
Ms. Hristova performs standard concerto repertoire and those by American composers Lukas Foss, Samuel Barber, and 
David Ludwig. Her extensive appearances with orchestra in past seasons include the Orchestra of St. Luke’s with Pinchas 
Zukerman at Lincoln Center, with the New York String Orchestra under Jaime Laredo at Carnegie Hall, and the Milwaukee 
Symphony, Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra, the Pasadena, Austin, Charleston, Asheville, Greenwich, Vermont, Kansas 
City, Delaware, Chautauqua, Columbus symphonies and Orquesta Filarmónica de Boca del Río, Asturias Symphony 
Orchestra, Centro Nacional de la Música-la Orquesta, Estonian National Symphony Orchestra, Canada’s National Arts 
Centre Orchestra, and Korea’s Cheongju Symphony Orchestra. Performances with orchestra during the 2018-19 season 
include Vivaldi with the New York String Orchestra at Carnegie Hall, Sibelius with the Wheeling Symphony and Brevard 
Philharmonic, Barber with the Hawaii Symphony and National Philharmonic Orchestra, and Mendelssohn with the 
Winnipeg Symphony.    
 
In recital, Bella Hristova has performed at Merkin Concert Hall, the Kennedy Center, the Isabella Gardner Museum in 
Boston, the Weis Center for the Performing Arts, the National Museum of Women in the Arts, the Alys Stephens Center for 
the Performing Arts, Free For All at Town Hall, the Shanghai International Music Festival, Seoul National University, and a 
nationwide New Zealand tour, performing and recording Beethoven's 10 Sonatas with acclaimed pianist Michael Houstoun.  
This season, her schedule brings her performances for Music@Menlo, Emerald City Music, Harriman-Jewell Series, Cosmos 
Club, Linton Chamber Music and Mostly Music New Jersey.  
 
Ms. Hristova’s recording Bella Unaccompanied (A.W. Tonegold Records) features works for solo violin by Corigliano, Kevin 
Puts, Piazzolla, Milstein, and J. S. Bach, and her Naxos issue of de Bériot works received critical acclaim. A proponent of 
new music and composers, Ms. Hristova commissioned iconic American composer, Joan Tower, to compose "Second String 
Force" for Unaccompanied Violin, in 2015, which she premiered and performed in recitals throughout the US and abroad. 
 
A sought-after chamber musician, Ms. Hristova performs frequently with The Chamber Music Society of Lincoln Center at 
Lincoln Center’s Alice Tully Hall, and she tours Korea with them this season, including a performance at the Seoul Arts and 
Sejong Centers. She has also performed at many music festivals, including the Chamber Music Festival of Thessaly, Greece, 
Young Concert Artists Festivals in Tokyo and Beijing, the Musica Viva Festival in Sydney, Australia, and the festivals of 
Grand Teton, Kingston, Brevard, Music@Menlo, Big Sky, Chamber Music by the Sea, Music from Angel Fire, Chamber 
Music Northwest, Santa Fe and Marlboro.  She has appeared on A Prairie Home Companion on National Public Radio. 
 
Bella Hristova is the recipient of numerous prizes and awards, including a 2013 Avery Fisher Career Grant, First Prize in the 
2009 Young Concert Artists International Auditions, First Prize in the 2007 Michael Hill International Violin Competition in 
New Zealand, and Laureate of the 2006 International Violin Competition of Indianapolis.  She was awarded YCA’s Helen 
Armstrong Violin Fellowship, the Mortimer Levitt Career Development Award for Women Artists, and the Gordon and 
Harriet Greenfield Foundation Artist Management Fellowship of YCA. 
 
Born in Pleven, Bulgaria to Russian and Bulgarian parents, Ms. Hristova began violin studies at the age of six. At twelve, 
she participated in master classes with Ruggiero Ricci at the Mozarteum in Salzburg. In 2003, she entered the Curtis 
Institute of Music, where she worked with Ida Kavafian (YCA Alumna) and studied chamber music with Steven Tenenbom. 
She received her Artist Diploma with Jaime Laredo at Indiana University in 2010.  Ms. Hristova plays a 1655 Nicolò Amati 
violin, once owned by the violinist Louis Krasner. 
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Asher Fisch leads Milwaukee Symphony in melodic 

program of Mahler, Britten and Foss 
 

Elaine Schmidt, Special to the Journal Sentinel   April 22, 2018    Milwaukee, WI 

 

Vivid, musical vignettes were the order of the evening at the Milwaukee Symphony’s Saturday performance at the 

Marcus Center's Uihlein Hall. 

Guest conductor Asher Fisch led the orchestra in performances of Lucas Foss’  nostalgic, melodic “Three American 

Pieces,” Benjamin Britten’s evocative “Four Sea Interludes,” and Gustav Mahler’s achingly beautiful “Das Lied von 

der Erde” ("The Song of the Earth"). 

The program opened with the Foss, which is just what its title advertises: three bits of musical Americana. Its 

wonderfully melodic writing contrasts expressively direct lines and vigorous, technical passages for both violin and 

orchestra. 

Violinist Bella Hristova gave the Foss a captivating performance, bringing a pure, ringing sound and uncluttered 

style to melodic passages and handling fast, technical sections with grace, ease, and a sense of country-fiddle fun. 

Fisch and the orchestra matched and supported her every musical turn. 

With the Britten, Fisch and the orchestra turned to an intense, cinematic style of playing. They used broad dynamic 

contrasts and powerful musical momentum to turn the piece’s four movements into distinct, visceral images of the 

sea. 

The evening ended with a deeply stirring performance of the Mahler that won a long, cheering, standing 

ovation.  Fisch and the MSO gave a beautifully crafted, richly textured performance, full of finely honed ensemble 

playing and some brilliantly played solo passages. 

The Milwaukee Symphony will repeat this performance at 2:30 p.m. Sunday at the Marcus Center, 929 N. Water 

St. For ticket information visit www.mso.org or call (414) 273-7206. 

https://www.jsonline.com/story/entertainment/arts/2018/04/22/asher-fisch-milwaukee-symphony-mahler-britten-

foss/537595002/ 
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YOUR OBSERVER  
Sarasota, FL  January 22, 2018 

Artist Series Concerts presents masterful performance 

 

Bella Hristova (pictured) and Amy Yang performed Jan. 21 for Artist 

Series Concerts of Sarasota.  

Sunday afternoon, the Artist Series Concerts presented violinist Bella Hristova, 

winner of an Avery Fisher Career Grant and Young Concert Artists 

International Auditions, in recital, together with pianist Amy Yang. Hristova, 

Bulgarian born but American reared and educated, is an outstanding young 

violinist, whose appearances already include Lincoln Center and Carnegie Hall 

in New York City and many international venues. 

Hristrova’s program included works by Poulenc, Ravel, and Brahms, as well as 

a contemporary piece by David Ludwig, who also happens to be her husband. 

His “Swan Song,” written in 2013 was premiered by Benjamin Beilman, who 

performed earlier this season with the Sarasota Orchestra. Hristova told us that 

“Swan Song” was inspired by Schubert, including several quotes from his violin works. It is both virtuosic 

and rhapsodic, with the alternating dialogue between piano and violin being at times lyrical and at others, 

bombastic.  

Ravel’s Sonata No. 1 in A minor is an early work, although it was only published after his death. With its 

stream of consciousness impressionism and chords, it sounds more like Debussy than Ravel, yet it shows 

Ravel’s unique sense of color and personal melodic gift. 

Throughout the recital Hristova played with great beauty of sound, melodic sweep, and flawless intonation, 

equally partnered by Amy Yang’s eloquent pianism. All were most evident in the final work, Brahms’ Sonata 

No. 2 in A Minor for Violin and Piano. This sonata is a work in which soloist and pianist are indeed true 

partners. Both Hristova and Yang offered intensity, technique and musicality equal to the magnificence of 

Brahms’ composition. 

The Violin Sonata of Francis Poulenc, which opened the program, was written in 1943 during the German 

occupation of France. Even so, it still contains Poulenc’s wonderful Gallic and often quirky musical sense of 

humor, evident in all his works. Both recitalists performed it with expertise, musicality, and abandon 

appropriate for this underrated composer. 

Yes, it was another week of musical feasts in Sarasota, with more to come, I’m sure. 

by: Edward Alley, Contributor 

https://www.yourobserver.com/articles/author/edward-alley
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| September 13, 2017 | - William Dart  

Concert review: Houstoun and Hristova  

a captivating duo 

The weekend's three concerts of 

Beethoven violin and piano sonatas drew 

smaller audiences than they deserved 

but, in terms of vision and        

achievement, this event must be a 

pinnacle in Chamber Music New 

Zealand's 52-year history. 

Bella Hristova and Michael Houstoun are a partnership of rare sympathy and 

accord; and they project the sense of discovery and adventure that this music 

needs, culminating in Saturday's grand finale, a Kreutzer Sonata that, tender 

moments aside, had the intensity of a ringside sparring match. 

The progression through these 10 sonatas was skillfully curated, winning us 

with the   fresh and often frisky Opus 12 pieces. 

Throughout, Hristova and Houstoun were completely in tune with Beethoven's 

bold contrasts, shifting effortlessly from unaffected lyricism to the gruff and the 

carefully cultivated rustic. 

This happened in an enthralling Spring Sonata, its shapely opening melodies 

followed by  a positively chirpy second theme; its scherzo crackled with 

mischief; its finale tended musical muscularity with soothing rubato. 

The highlight was Saturday's Opus 96, Beethoven's final sonata, with an 

extraordinary  first movement that floated, within a few lines, from terse piano 

stylings to incandescent  arpeggio play. 
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A new idea for a concert and a brand new work energize the ECSO 
-Milton Moore | The Day (Connecticut) | November 23, 2014 

Eastern Connecticut Symphony Orchestra Music Director Toshi Shimada concocted a concept 
for Saturday night’s concert that was intentionally crowd-pleasing. It was both strange and 
wonderful – and pretty irresistible. 

But Saturday’s concert also had a very different atmosphere. For starters, the orchestra dressed 
more casually, with both men and women wearing black shirts and slacks, and Shimada not 
only pointed that out, he told the men in the audience to loosen their ties and get comfortable. 

The audience clearly enjoyed the relaxed atmosphere and the musical variety, which ranged 
from well-known and oft-requested to a brand new commissioned work by Brooklyn-based 
musical polyglot William Brittelle, a piece entitled The Canyons Curved Burgundy that           
incorporated a pair of synthesizers, computer samples set into drum pads and a fine perfor-
mance by singer/electric guitarist Aaron Roche. 

The other star of the evening was Bulgarian violinist Bella Hristova, who was front and center 
for two contrasting works: Dvorak’s long-lined and charming Romance for Violin and            
Orchestra and Ravel’s fierce technical showpiece, his Tzigane for Violin and Orchestra. In both, 
Hristova played with a distinctive voice, a suave certainty and a creamy timbre that was      
without sharp edges, even in the spikey gypsy attack of the Ravel. 

The 1924 Tzigane gave her the opportunity to wow the audience with a smorgasbord of bowing            
techniques, singing stops, harmonics and a blizzard of sixteenth notes for a finale. She made it 
seem almost too easy, but great fun was had by all. 

The first half ended with one of the most requested works, Smetana’s The Moldau, a tone poem 
depicting the beloved river of his Bohemian home. The opening with flutists Nancy Chaput and 
Clare Nielsen swirling eddies of sound as the bass strings carried the ensemble forward to the 
majestic main theme and later the excellent horn quartet over muted violins were memorable 
moments. 

The program concluded with Ravel’s 1920 La valse, that infectious, often grotesque waltz that 
felt as if it were built from shards of wreckage, like a reconstructed jetliner. The craziness was 
infectious, and Shimada was at times dancing and at times wildly stabbing cues as the           
crescendos erupted. 

It was a wild and crazy finale, full of startling sforzandos and decomposing dissonances that 
made the idea of a singer with and electric guitar as part of the orchestra seem not that weird at 
all. 
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Chef Majkut Serves Up a Winning Feast as Rogue Valley Symphony 
Opens Its Season 
Lee Greene | Jacksonville Review | October 4, 2014 

Five years ago when Martin Majkut took over the reigns as Music Director of the Rogue Valley Symphony, he 
quickly transformed a moribund little local orchestra into a top notch regional symphony orchestra, offering 
new pieces of music as well as a fresh outlook and insight into the standard classical repertoire, drawing  
quality musicians into the orchestra and “A” list soloists to join in its performances, and demonstrating an 
uncanny knack for assembling compelling and exciting concert programs.  

Majkut put together a remarkable program of 3 pieces for this first concert of the season.  He began with a 
contemporary piece, Oaken Sky, by 26 year old composer, Chris Rogerson, who is the hot new commodity 
now in contemporary composers among major American orchestras.  His works have been or will be played 
recently by the Amarillo Symphony, New World Symphony, Atlanta Symphony Orchestra, New Jersey   
Symphony, Spokane Symphony Orchestra, Kansas City Symphony, Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra, and now 
the Rogue Valley Symphony. Oaken Sky was the perfect piece to open the program, and the new season.  At 7 
minutes, it was like a delectable appetizer at a fine epicurean restaurant, showing off what the kitchen can do, 
and whetting the appetite for all that would come after. Rogerson employs the full orchestra: woodwinds, 
brass, strings, harp, celesta, timpani and a warehouse of various percussion instruments all have significant 
parts to play, providing opportunities to show off each of the orchestra’s different sections. The piece can best 
be described as Impressionist Music, setting an atmosphere and conveying mood, rather than presenting a 
detailed tone-picture. The composer describes the work saying “Imagine it’s night and you are standing    
under a tree looking at the stars. Some of the light . . . is blurred by the branches . . . . I try to create this 
“blurry” effect . . . in addition to moments of pure clarity.”  While providing a nice taste of what the orchestra 
can do, the piece is light and airy, just as a good appetizer ought to be. 

For the second piece, Majkut managed to snare one of the hottest violin soloists on the scene today, Bella  
Hristova, and to persuade her to join the Symphony in performing one of the most impressive and difficult 
violin concertos, Prokofiev’s Violin Concerto No. 1.  Prokofiev composed the piece during an illicit love affair 
and poured all of his passion into this composition and especially the solo violin part. Hristova, a young    
musician with a growing international career, has won multiple competitions, prizes & grants, and has      
performed extensively as a soloist with orchestras, including with Pinkas Zuckerman at Lincoln Center, with 
Jaime Laredo at Carnegie Hall, with the Mississippi Symphony, City of London Sinfonia, Orquesta Sinfonica 
de Venezuela, Estonian National Symphony Orchestra, and Canada’s National Arts Center Orchestra. Ms. 
Hristova was superb playing Prokofiev’s Violin Concerto No. 1 Friday evening, executing fast moving       
passages and playing at the high range of her instrument flawlessly, while conveying all of the intense       
passion that Prokofiev had invested in this piece. The orchestra was excellent in playing their parts for this 
piece too, with violas, clarinet, other woodwinds, and violins all contributing significant and outstanding  
performances, all producing a moving and memorable recital. So Chef Majkut’s second course of the evening 
was a tasty and satisfying dish. 
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Commanding Solos in an Evening of Concertos 
Young Concert Artists Gala at Alice Tully Hall 
Anthony Tommasini 
The New York Times 
May 17, 2013 

Young Concert Artists, which for 52 years has built a solid 
record of fostering the careers of gifted instrumentalists, 
vocalists and, since 1994, composers, presents a popular 
series of recitals in New York. But the organization        
typically ends the season with a gala benefit concert in 
which, after some celebratory speeches onstage, three    
recent winners of its international auditions play concertos. 
So it was on Thursday night at Alice Tully Hall.  

The Bulgarian-born violinist Bella Hristova, the German 
pianist Benjamin Moser and the Swiss pianist Louis 
Schwizgebel, whose young careers are thriving, played 
concertos with the Orchestra of St. Luke’s. Alexander Mickelthwate, a dynamic German conductor, was on 
the podium.  

This year the chosen soloists were particularly excellent. Ms. Hristova, who gave a Young Concert Artists  
recital in New York in 2010, has been increasingly active on the international circuit. On this occasion, she 
brought accomplished technique, penetrating sound and probing musicianship to Prokofiev’s Violin Concerto 
No. 2 in G minor.  

From the first searching phrases of the solo violin theme at the start of this Neo-Classical concerto, it was clear 
that we were hearing an artist in command of what she was doing. The first movement soon breaks into spans 
of toccatalike passagework, which Ms. Hristova dispatched articulately, even while her ear was alert to      
jagged rhythms and harmonic quirks in the music. And she brought hearty energy to the rustic finale.  

Then Mr. Moser (who at 6-foot-6 may be the tallest pianist since Van Cliburn) tore into Liszt’s Piano Concerto 
No. 1 in E-flat, giving an impetuous and powerful performance. Over all his playing was more impressive for 
its organic sweep and full-bodied character than for nuance and clarity. Still, this was an urgent and feisty 
performance.  

After intermission, Mr. Schwizgebel was the soloist in Beethoven’s Concerto No. 1 in C. This shy-looking 
young man recently gave a compelling account of Ravel’s Piano Concerto for the Left Hand and Orchestra, 
with the New York Youth Symphony, in March. He revealed even deeper dimensions of his mature artistry in 
this elegant and vibrant performance of the Beethoven.  

His passagework was lithe and sparkling; his phrasing lucid and shapely. Here was an insightful musician in 
action who brought out complexities in inner voices and gave an extra nudge to crucial rhythmic accents. He 
drew out mysterious moments, searching passages and milky textures. And he had a romping good time in 
the dancing rondo. 

Mr. Mickelthwate, who is in his seventh season as music director of the Winnipeg Symphony Orchestra, drew 
lively and sensitive performances from the St. Luke’s players. During the preconcert ceremony, Susan 
Wadsworth, the founding director of Young Concert Artists, made a point of thanking Mr. Mickelthwate for 
contributing three days of rehearsals to this benefit concert. It showed.  
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Young Concert Artists The violinist Bella Hristova 
performing with the Orchestra of St. Luke's, led by 

Alexander Mickelthwate at Alice Tully Hall.  
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Time Travel with a Solo Violin: Curtis Graduate Bella Hristova 
Impresses Town Hall, New York 
Dario Sarlo 
LocalArtsLive (Philadelphia, PA) 
November 30, 2012 

For violinists, performing with a pianist provides not only 
musical but also moral support. Last night in New York’s 
Town Hall, as part of the Free For All At Town Hall series, 
the young Bulgarian-American violinist and Curtis  
graduate Bella Hristova walked out onto the famous stage 
and into the spotlight with just her violin in hand. The 
program was a refreshing one, presenting the audience 
with a series of works all conceived for the solo violin. 
Also refreshing was the manner in which the program 
took the listeners on a reverse-chronological journey, from 
the beautiful strains of a twentieth-century score to the 
efforts of a master from the turn of the eighteenth century. 
  
If there were any doubts about the feasibility of such a program, they were soon vanquished when the haunting 
sounds of Corigliano’s Red Violin Caprices emanated from the 1655 Amati violin. Ms. Hristova’s sound filled the 
hall comfortably in both forte and piano sections, so successfully that it seemed the hall might have been designed 
for the solo violin. 
  
Next came Arches, a collection of virtuosic movements by the Pulitzer Prize-winning composer Kevin Puts. The 
violinist, playing from the score for this demanding work, gave her all to the music, meeting the virtuosic and mu-
sical challenges, of which there were many. The three Piazzolla Tango-Etudes (nos. 3, 4, and 6) that followed were 
charmingly played and expertly mastered. The first half ended with a performance of the Paganiniana Varia-
tions composed by the great violinist Nathan Milstein. A rare feature in concert, these lively variations provide a 
thoughtful homage to the grandfather of violin virtuosity. With her formidable technique Ms. Hristova captured 
the spirit and vitality of the work and would surely have pleased both Mr. Milstein and Mr. Paganini. 
  
The second half consisted of the entire Bach Partita in D minor, arguably the most familiar work on the program. 
Scarcely a month goes by without a performance of this monumental work; it is an integral part of every violinist’s 
repertoire. The violinist Jascha Heifetz, who played the piece throughout his career, once played the Chaconne 
movement in Town Hall—on the viola. Ms. Hristova’s rich instrument sounded at times as deep as a viola. Her 
performance of the Partita was thoughtful, imaginative, and engaging. 
  
With nothing more than her beautiful old Italian violin, Ms. Hristova successfully transported the appreciative 
audience on a journey away from the bustle of cold late-November Manhattan. She received heartfelt and ex-
tended applause and a bunch of flowers from the series President and Artistic Director, Martin Riskin. 
  
Would there be an encore? Nothing else could possibly follow the Chaconne, the polite and humble violinist ex-
plained to an audience eager for more. But, Ms. Hristova conceded, Bach could follow Bach, so she played the 
Sarabanda movement once more. 
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Review: Youngstown Symphony with violinist Bella Hristova  
Robert Rollin 
ClevelandClassical.com 
November 20, 2012 

The Youngstown Symphony’s Saturday evening Edward W. Powers Auditorium concert was 

truly a delightful event, emphasizing the strings beyond the other orchestral sections. The 

concert’s highlight was the Mozart Concerto for Violin and Orchestra No. 5 in A, K. 219 played 

by talented Bulgarian violinist, Bella Hristova. Ms. Hristova began the violin at age six, emi-

grating to the U.S. at thirteen to study at The Curtis Institute and, subsequently, Indiana Uni-

versity. As First Prize Winner in the 2008-09 Young Concert Artists International Auditions, 

she was selected for her debut at New York’s Merkin Concert Hall, and later for a Kennedy 

Center performance as well. 

 

Her Mozart rendition was musically sensitive and exemplary. Unlike many soloists, she made 

a point never to overpower her accompanying ensemble, but, rather, strived to make the  

musical flow as transparent as possible. Even in the interruptive Adagio that highlights the  

soloist, she never allowed herself to loom too much over the accompaniment. Her  

first-movement cadenza, though effortless, never pushed the envelope to dominate the  

performance. It was tasteful and expressive. The same was true in the second and third  

movements and in their respective cadenzas. Her delivery was unpretentious, elegant, and 

charming throughout. The orchestra, encompassing two oboes, two French horns, and the 

strings, was beautifully controlled, and its understated motion matched the soloist‘s fluid 

grace. 
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Review: An afternoon of Mendelssohn, well-played 
James D. Watts 
Tulsa World (OK) 
March 12, 2012 

While efforts to "enhance the experience" of listening to an orchestral concert are laudable and 
often quite effective, sometimes all one wants is to hear good music well-played.  

That is what the Signature Symphony at Tulsa Community College offered Saturday night at the VanTrease PACE, 
with an evening devoted to the music of Felix Mendelssohn.  

The orchestra, under the direction of principal guest conductor Piotr Sulkowski, sounded focused and forceful for 
much of the night - only a stray errant note here, a missed cue there to mar the music's well-polished surface.  

Sulkowski combines intensity and elegance in his conducting. He's not an overly theatrical conductor, but he leaves 
no doubt as to what sound he wants from the orchestra.  

He's also a very mobile presence on the podium, at one point even stepping down to stride up to the violin section, 
bringing them back into line with a few brisk, pointed gestures when it sounded as if the section's unity of purpose 
was beginning to disintegrate.  

One of Mendelssohn's strengths as a composer is his ability to conjure up an atmosphere through sound, as in "The 
Hebrides (Fingal's Cave)," which opened the concert. The orchestra gave a richly colored performance, with 
Sulkowski guiding the players with a deft hand through the surging and ebbing dynamics of the piece.  

The program listed Mendelssohn's Violin Concerto as following "The Hebrides," but Sulkowski chose to have the 
Symphony No. 5, the "Reformation," come before the intermission.  

The "Reformation" symphony is actually Mendelssohn's second such work - it would not be published until two 
decades after the composer's death. Mendelssohn once referred to the symphony as a work of "juvenilia," perhaps 
more a reflection of his own perfection than the short-comings of the music.  

While this was the piece that challenged the orchestra most, the performance had much to enjoy: the churning, dis-
quieting tone of the first movement, the almost bouncy, festival air to the second movement; the way in the final 
movement that the simple hymn "A Mighty Fortress is Our God" developed from a lone melody from principal 
flutist Dana Higbee into a triumphant shout.  

Even more triumphant was the performance by violinist Bella Hristova of Mendelssohn's Violin Concerto.  

This is one of the most popular and performed works of its type, and it was clear from her first note that Hristova's 
performance was informed by a sharp intelligence as much by a formidable technique.  

The way Hristova crafted each phrase, so that the entirety of the violin part seemed to be all of a piece, showed how 
deeply she has thought about this work.  

The robust sound she drew from her Niccolo Amati violin had a distinctive, voice-like tone, whether she was rip-
ping through passages at breakneck speed or caressing one of the more contemplative melodies of the second 
movement.  

Hristova returned for an encore, performing what she called "a traditional Bulgarian dance," that was in fact a real 
display of knuckle-cracking virtuosity. 
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Christmas at Carnegie Hall with Bella Hristova 
Susan Hall 
Berkshire Fine Arts 
December 26, 2011 

New York String Orchestra 
Jaime Laredo, Conductor 
Bella Hristova, Violin 
Carnegie Hall 
December 24, 2011 

Johann Sebastian Bach, Concerto for Two Violins and Orchestra in D Minor 
Antonin Dvorak, Romance in F Minor, Opus 11 
Camille Saint-Saens, Introduction and Rondo Capriccioso, 
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Symphony No. 35 in G Major 

Young musicians from all over the country come to New York for a Christmas holiday seminar created by violinist and 
conductor Alexander Schneider almost fifty years ago.  This seminar introduces young artists to new musical ideas and 
also gives them an opportunity to perform on stage at Carnegie Hall.  Competition for spots is fierce, but there are no ap-
plication fees and all expenses are paid if you are selected for the Orchestra.  One of this year’s performances took place on 
Christmas Eve at Carnegie Hall.   

Jaime Laredo, who Schneider chose to succeed him, conducted and performed.  The first piece was a Bach double violin 
concerto, in which Laredo performed with Bella Hristova, a recent winner of the Young Concert Artists Award.  They were 
delightful together, tearing into Bach’s fugal parry with vigor and charm.  The orchestra provided a perfect backup and a 
meticulous continuum.  Full of passion and spiritual conflict, the violins were ever present in an articulate drama. 

The Dvorak and Saint-Saens showed Hristova’s brilliant performance technique to full effect.  The first theme, a lovely 
descending line, is introduced by the orchestra and then picked up by the violin.  A new melody in the solo violin is pulled 
back as the orchestra keeps making reference to the original theme.  As the work went forward, full orchestra charged into 
a marching rhythm, which brought the audience to attention until we could relax in the beautiful, original themes.  The 
nuanced performance by Hristova was enchanting.  

As Hristova dove in to the Saint Saens, she contrasted splashy technical displays with wonderfully lyric themes. She mas-
terfully performs with both power and control.  The stunning articulation of chords played on the strings shows just how 
special an artist she is. 

Mozart’s Symphony No. 35 was a perfect way to conclude the evening and welcome in the holiday. Trumpets and drums 
are added to the orchestra.  This is party music, with wind instruments and timpani often blasting front and foremost.  The 
finale was played as Mozart ordered ‘as fast as possible.’  Lovely motifs lingered in the excitement.   This is not music of 
merely aesthetic beauty.   

Music is the lingua franca of the world.  For surely a language it is.  You do not have to understand the questions the com-
poser may have raised as he wrote.  When we look at painting today, it is often difficult to understand without knowledge 
of those originating questions.  Not so music.  

In the Baroque era, clearly a conversation is going on, as for instance, the two violins in the Bach Concerto.  The Romantic 
and post Romantic period asks the audience to allow the music to wash over them.  Today, we continue the romantic wash, 
but the dialogue is often introduced too.  

The presence of so many fabulously talented young performers on stage at Carnegie is truly heartening.  Now music must 
become part and parcel of the curriculum in public schools from Pre-K through high school.  Bella Hristova is involved in 
educational outreach.  Carnegie Hall is at the forefront of this effort.  This concert brilliantly made the case for music’s uni-
versal importance as the New Year begins.  

NEWS   from Young Concert Artists, Inc.  
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Young Artists, Playing With the Stars 
Allan Kozinn 
The New York Times 
December 25, 2011 

Unlike students in most other fields, fledgling musicians never really 
take vacations from their training. They can’t. If they stop practicing for 
a few weeks simply because school is out, they will only need to work 
harder to get back in trim. Besides, setting aside their instruments is not, typically, what they want to 
do. Every winter about 60 musicians between 15 and 22 years old put their winter vacations to good use 
by coming to Manhattan for the New York String Orchestra Seminar, a 10-day program in which they 
are coached by a starry roster of soloists and chamber players. 

The program, in its 43rd year, is offered by Mannes College the New School for Music. Musicians who 
have been through it have described the seminar as an intensive experience, and a pair of annual public 
performances at Carnegie Hall leave listeners with little reason to doubt that. The first of these concerts 
is always on Christmas Eve and is always played to a full house. For concertgoers interested in the fu-
ture of classical music performance, this first New York String Orchestra concert is a holiday tradition, 
as firmly entrenched as the season’s run of “Messiah” and “Brandenburg” Concertos performances. 

The violinist Jaime Laredo has conducted these concerts since 1993 and has built on the tradition of Ro-
mantic flexibility established by his predecessor, the orchestra’s founding conductor, Alexander Schnei-
der. This year Mr. Laredo began with a work he could lead from the fiddle — Bach’s Concerto for Two 
Violins and Orchestra in D minor (BWV 1043), with Bella Hristova as the other soloist. Ms. Hristova has 
some experience with this orchestra: She participated twice, in 2004 and as the orchestra’s concertmaster 
in 2006. 

Both Mr. Laredo and Ms. Hristova played with a supple, rounded tone, and often their sound and 
phrasing were so closely matched that when Bach shifted the focus from one violin to the other, the 
transitions were seamless. Their account of the slow movement was particularly well shaped, and the 
orchestra matched the energy it brought to the fast outer movements. 

Ms. Hristova had the spotlight to herself in Dvorak’s lush, sweetly melodic Romance in F (Op. 11) and 
Saint-Saëns’s unabashedly showy Introduction and Rondo Capriccioso (Op. 28), and she acquitted her-
self beautifully. In the Dvorak she produced a lovely, often soaring tone and was deftly supported by 
the orchestra’s trim woodwind and brass sections. And she built the Saint-Saëns showpiece with an ef-
fective dramatic sense that proceeded from the work’s graceful beginning to its sizzling finale. 

Mr. Laredo closed the program with a vital, broad-boned performance of Mozart’s Symphony No. 35 in 
D (K. 385), the “Haffner.” One might quibble with one interpretive decision or another — for me the 
triple beat of the Menuetto seemed overstated — but there was no arguing with the passion and preci-
sion of the performance, or the richness of the sound that Mr. Laredo drew from his young players. 
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Opening Night: MSO, violinist Bella Hristova 
Delivers a Hypnotic Philip Glass Violin Concerto 
Thomas B. Harrison 
Press-Register (Mobile, AL) 
October 2, 2011 

Opening nights are supposed to be festive, but they 
are also meant to establish a tone for the season 
ahead -- and they should leave an impression. 
Mobile Symphony Orchestra succeeded on all counts 
Saturday night with its classical series opener that 
featured Bulgarian violinist Bella Hristova in a virtu-
oso performance of the Philip Glass Violin Concerto 
No. 1. Under the direction of Scott Speck, the MSO 
musicians displayed verve and confidence through-
out a deceptively difficult program. 
The showpiece Saturday night was clearly the Glass 
Violin Concerto, which Hristova performed publicly 
for the first time. The 25-year-old Bulgarian walked 
onstage in a lovely, strapless blue gown and cradling 
a 1655 Nicolo Amati violin once owned by the violinist Louis Krasner. 
For information, videos and photos, visit Bella Hristova’s website: http://bellahristova.com/
Home.html.   
Glass followed the traditional three-movement structure in 1986-87 when the concerto was commis-
sioned by the American Composers Orchestra for soloist Paul Zukofsky.* 
It premiered in April 1987 in New York. As in much of the composer’s work, the concerto calls for the 
repetition of common chords in steady rhythms, often overlaid with a lyrical melody in lengthy phrases. 
The characteristic pulsating chords of the opening movement returned again and again, with subtle 
changes; Hristova’s solo violin made an early appearance with a series of quick arpeggios, and the or-
chestra’s response gave the movement a dance-like quality. 
A full, almost lush orchestral interlude skirted the chaotic before the movement closed on a single high 
note, much like a whistle. 
Hristova was radiant in the second movement, which alternated between melodic sweetness and melan-
choly, the orchestral foundation established in the winds and low strings. 
The movement unfolded in layers that featured the breathtaking interplay of soloist and orchestra. The 
effect was elegant, sad and fleeting -- like the final seconds of a sunset or a lovely, half-remembered 
dream. 
The young violinist was in her element, and the orchestra was at its peak. 
The third movement was a sharp contrast to the preceding interlude, but the kinetic energy brought the 
concerto to a proper conclusion with near-violent rhythmic motif that eventually yielded to a much 
slower and less vibrant denouement. 
Hristova received a well-earned standing ovation. 

*Paul Zukofsky started his career with Young Concert Artists 
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Bulgarian violinist Bella Hristova performs the Philip Glass Violin 
Concerto with the Mobile Symphony Orchestra on  
Saturday, Oct. 1, 2011, before an audience of 1,387 at the Saenger 
Theatre in Mobile, Alabama. (Press-Register/Victor Calhoun)  
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Youth Finds Comfort Alongside Experience 
Zachary Woolfe 
The New York Times 
March 31, 2011 

 “Don’t worry — just go out there and play.” Onstage at the Rose Theater on Tuesday 
evening, the violinist Pinchas Zukerman recalled that advice from Susan Wadsworth when she 
presented his first United States recitals, in 1966, under the auspices of Young Concert Artists, 
her management and mentoring firm. 
 Young Concert Artists turns 50 this year, still under the direction of the indefatigable Ms. 
Wadsworth. It celebrated the anniversary with a 12-hour marathon last month and a gala con-
cert on Tuesday at the Rose, with the Orchestra of St. Luke’s and conducted by Mr. Zukerman, 
that featured soloists who are members of Young Concert Artists, along with alumni from the 
organization’s earlier days. 
 As you would hope at an event like this, the youngest performers were the stars. In two 
of Sesto’s passionate arias from Mozart’s “Clemenza di Tito,” the 26-year-old mezzo-soprano 
Jennifer Johnson Cano had nuanced emotion and an even, steady, focused voice. 
 Joining Mr. Zukerman for Bach’s Concerto for Two Violins in D minor, the excellent Bella 
Hristova, 25, was subtle and elegant, her tone clear and pure. She brought some fire to the final 
movement, but with her impeccable sound and technique, it would be great to hear even more 
riskiness. 
 In Bach’s “Brandenburg” Concerto No. 5 in D, the eloquent violinist Caroline Goulding, 
still a teenager, stood out playing alongside the harpsichordist Anthony Newman, who joined 
the Young Concert Artist roster in 1968, and the flutist Paula Robison, one of the first members 
of Young Concert Artists back in 1961. 
 Among the six excellent pianists who divvied up Mozart’s Concerto for Two Pianos in E 
flat (each duo got one of the three movements), Chu-Fang Huang impressed with graceful 
playing in the central Andante, as did Vassily Primakov in a sparklingly charismatic final Al-
legro. The program closed with an exuberant performance of Ludwig Wilhelm Maurer’s 
whimsical and effervescent Sinfonia Concertante for four violins in A minor. 
 There was something slightly off about a concert this youthful at which the latest piece 
on the program, the Maurer, was from 1838. But a gala aims to please broadly, and it was hard 
to object to vibrant performances of some of the most beautiful works in the repertory from 
up-and-coming artists who did full justice to the mission of Ms. Wadsworth and her organiza-
tion. 
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 Youth is served in this weekend’s Rising Stars Series concerts by the Grand Rapids Symphony — and 
it is served well. 
 In a nifty bit of thematic programming perfectly suited to St. Cecilia Music Center’s intimate Royce 
Auditorium Thursday night, Symphony music director David Lockington brought out a mesmerizing 25-
year-old violin soloist, Bella Hristova, playing the innovative music of thirtysomething composer Kevin Puts 
– and two works by legendary 18- and 20-year-olds named Mozart and Sibelius. 
 By way of balance, Lockington added a 30-year member of the Symphony, English horn player Kath-
leen Gomez, who performed with all the tonal richness and  
mature phrasing of long experience as featured soloist in Sibelius’ dark but strangely peaceful tone poem 
“The Swan of Tuonela.” It depicts the song of a majestic swan on the  
waters in the land of death, Finnish mythology’s hell. 
From the serene opening strains representing the swan as guardian of the underworld to the climactic release 
of death-rattling tension in soaring horn and bass drum lines, Gomez and the orchestra revealed the piece’s 
layers in unhurried yet vivid succession. 
 Assistant principal cellist Alicia Eppinga turned in standout work with round tones and sensitive 
accompaniment duet passages with the English horn. Eppinga concluded the piece in an upward-reaching 
run with exactly the right blend of strength and sensitivity to the final top note. Lockington and company 
sandwiched the first and last movements of Mozart’s 29th around the Sibelius, encapsulating it within the 
Salzburg genius’ irrepressible buoyancy. The orchestra appeared propelled by the great-to-be-alive vibe of 
Amadeus in an energetic reading that seemed to take on an infectious life of its own. 
 Then came an unscheduled treat – composer Kevin Puts, attending this weekend’s concerts for the 
debut of a revision of his 2007 Violin Concerto, told the audience he and violinist Hristova that afternoon had 
worked up a duet on “Aria,” which he wrote in 2000 as an encore. The result was “like a vocal piece for violin 
and piano,” he said. Indeed, it had the feeling of a chorale, the piano laying down chords under singing violin 
lines, and at times sounding bell tones as a counterpoint to melodies on the strings. The four-minute work 
won hearty applause and Lockington’s assessment: “I think we could end the concert right there – that was 
just beautiful!” 
 But of course they didn’t. There was Puts’ concerto to play.A 22-minute, two-movement work based 
on a four-note motif that provides structure and continuity while sounding free and variegated, the concerto 
is undeniably modern yet classically grounded. Beginning quietly with low voices, the orchestra establishes 
the theme in three successive notes up the scale, followed by a jump in a  
fourth interval. The theme ebbs and flows throughout in seemingly infinite forms among all instrument 
groups, with an underlying sustained tone serving as an ostinato and the solo violin freewheeling and de-
clarative above it all. Hristova unflinchingly pulled out all the stops – and often gymnastic double-stops – 
required by the virtuoso composition, from rapid-fire bowing across all strings to manic runs up the full 
gamut of violin notes, and from brawny, gutsy digs to sweet, ephemeral traces of sound.With an authority 
beyond her years, she displayed unwavering power, technical skill and a full heart that amply plumbed the 
composer’s complex matrix of rational thought and farflung emotion. It was a shining performance by a tal-
ent that could be heard from for a long time to come. 

Review: Don’t miss young talents shining 

with Grand Rapids Symphony 
John Phipps 

The Grand Rapids Press 

March 31, 2011 Photo: Darren Breen 
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ASO opens season with great concert 
Timothy Melbinger 
Altoona Mirror (PA) 
October 5, 2010 

The Altoona Symphony Orchestra began its 82nd season Saturday night at the Mishler Theatre in Al-

toona, its third year with conductor Teresa Cheung at the podium. 

She has titled the season “Musical Escapes”, with this night of music taking the audience to Vienna for 

an impressive program of Haydn and Brahms. Though he was the inventor of symphonic form in the 

second half of the 18th century, Joseph Hayden remains underappreciated compared to Mozart and Bee-

thoven. Cheung selected the bristling energy of his Symphony No. 101 to open the evening. The work 

features the string section, which did not fail to rise to the occasion. The violins skillfully  

executed both the frolicsome melody of the first movement and the graceful melody of the slow move-

ment. They would perform a pastoral accompaniment to flutist Diane Gould Toulson’s solo in the third 

movement. 

The late Romantic-era master Johannes Brahms wrote a set of variations to a theme by Haydn – the 

scope of which makes it a real orchestral showpiece. We heard the entire wind section present the re-

strained theme first. The following eight variations covered many emotional states in both broad sweeps 

and refined elegance. Cheung tempered the pacing of the conclusion so as to reach the glorious return of 

the theme at just the right time. 

The highlight of the evening was the guest artist, violinist Bella Hristova, who played the solo part of 

Brahms’ Concerto for Violin. The Bulgarian-born Hristova is still young(she is 25), yet she played the 

virtuosic part as if she had known it for decades. 

Brahms’ seemed to include all of the disparate emotions of the variations in the expansive first move-

ment, from the lyric beginning to the fiery entrance of the soloist. A duet in the second  

movement with oboist Lenny Young provided the main theme over which Hristova would soon soar. 

The precision with which she articulated her highest notes in the slow movement was as breathtaking as 

the speed with which she produced arpeggios and double-stops in the faster third movement. 

It was a pleasure to watch Cheung direct the give and take between the rustic and vibrant accompani-

ment in the orchestra and the soloist’s exuberant final gestures. 

Hristova noted that she enjoyed working with Cheung and that the Mishler “has both; it looks beautiful 

and has wonderful reverberation.” 

The audience was lucky to hear such a budding young talent before she only plays in front of the 

world’s best-known orchestras. 
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Concert Review 
Brian Wise 
The Strad 
July 2010 

 The 24-year-old Bulgarian violinist Bella Hristova is a Young Concert Artists Interna-
tional winner whose teachers have included Ida Kavafian, Stephen Shipps and currently, 
Jaime Laredo. As she joined pianist Ieva Jokubaviciute at Merkin Concert Hall (21 April) one 
was particularly struck by her commanding stage presence, with a little hint of a young Anne-
Sophie Mutter. 
 During her performance of Beethoven’s Violin Sonata in G major Op. 30 no. 3, her 
sumptuous sound and sustained quality lent this youthful work a glowing intensity. John 
Corigliano wrote his Violin Sonata in 1963 for his father, then concertmaster of the New York 
Philharmonic. The challenging work is reminiscent of Prokofiev, and Hristova played it with 
easy confidence, from the fiery, slashing chords of the opening Allegro to the operatic Andan-
tino and the explosive finale. If anything, it sounded too easy. Those qualities also animated 
Messiaen’s Fantasie, a 1933 score only published in 2007, with its explosive bursts of melody 
and chirps of bird song. Saint-Saëns’s Violin Sonata no. 1 in D minor was the night’s showstop-
per. The faster the Hristova and Jokubaviciute played, the tights their accord became, her ar-
ticulations were spot-on throughout. Two encores followed: Heifetz’s arrangements of Manuel 
Ponce’s Estrellita and Debussy’s Beau Soir. 
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In performance: Bella Hristova 
Violinist Hristova makes strong statement in YCA concert 
Joe Banno 
The Washington Post 
April 29, 2010  

Violinist Bella Hristova is no shrinking violet. Her performance of Beethoven's Violin 
Sonata No. 8 on Tuesday, which opened her Young Concert Artists Series recital at the 
Terrace Theater, established her as a player of impressive power and control. This is 
music of bold gestures and extroverted charm, and Hristova met its demands with a 
big, keenly focused tone and an almost athletic vigor. 
 
Not that this 24-year-old virtuoso lacks sensitivity: The Andantino movement of 
Corigliano's Sonata for Violin and Piano exuded tenderness and sweet-toned appeal. 
But what lingers most in the mind is her natural command of the slashing chords and 
precipitous runs in the other three movements. The more I hear the Corigliano Sonata -
- with its melding of bluff American humor and machine-like rhythms reminiscent of 
Prokofiev and Shostakovich -- the more it sounds like a modern classic. In Hristova's 
hands, it became the arresting centerpiece of the evening. 
 
Pianist Ieva Jokubaviciute was a deft partner, finding ways to make the large-scale  
keyboard writing in both works register boldly, while never upstaging the violin.  
Messiaen's "Fantasie" gave Jokubaviciute a chance to take charge in its opening chords, 
and the two musicians forged an exciting reading together. Saint-Saëns's romantically 
expansive Violin Sonata No. 1 drew a wide, expressive range from both players.  
Hristova's fervent treatment of the first movement and headlong virtuosity in the fi-
nale deservedly brought the audience to its feet. 
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Daniel Barry for The New York Times 
Bella Hristova the Bulgarian violinist performed on Wednesday night at 

Merkin Concert Hall as part of the Young Artists series. 

On Piano and Violin, Partnership of Equals 
Vivien Schweitzer 
The New York Times 
April 23, 2010 

On the eve of its 50th anniversary, Young Concert Artists remains a perceptive talent scout. Many of its 
former protégés, like Emanuel Ax and Murray Perahia, have enjoyed prestigious careers. 

On Wednesday evening at Merkin Concert Hall, the Young Concert Artists series presented Bella Hris-
tova, a Bulgarian violinist, and Ieva Jokubaviciute, a Lithuanian pianist. They opened the program 
with Beethoven’s Sonata No. 8 in G.  

An equal partnership is also integral to John Corigliano’s Sonata for Violin and Piano (1963), which he 
initially titled “Duo.” There was no hesitancy to Ms. Hristova’s and Ms. Jokubaviciute’s passionate per-
formance of this engaging and rhythmically eclectic sonata, which incorporates frequent meter changes. 

The exuberant first movement leads to an elegiac Andantino, whose soaring melody Ms. Hristova 
played with expressive nuance and a rich tone, particularly attractive in the violin’s plummy lower 
range.  

The dramatic Lento features a violin cadenza, which Ms. Hristova played with flair. The finale, a poly-
rhythmic perpetual-motion rondo, showcased the virtuosity of both musicians. 

Messiaen wrote his colorful “Fantaisie” for violin and piano in 1933 and dedicated it (like his song cycle 
“Poèmes Pour Mi”) to his first wife, the violinist and composer Claire Delbos. The work has only re-
cently been published. 

The “Fantaisie” begins with a declamatory theme for solo piano, which Messiaen soon reused in his or-
gan work “L’Ascension.” Ms. Hristova played the yearning melodies later in the work beautifully. Both 
pianist and violinist conveyed the turbulence of the final section. 

The program ended with a richly hued and soulful rendition of Saint-Saëns’s Sonata No. 1 in D minor. 
Ms. Hristova offered two encores: Heifetz’s arrangements of Manuel Ponce’s “Estrellita” and Debussy’s 
“Beau Soir.” 
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CD Review 

Nick Barnard 
MusicWeb International 
September 23, 2009 

Charles-Auguste de Bériot was a Belgian violinist/composer who was instrumental in founding the Belgian violin 
school which flourished in the later part of the 19th Century. His compositional legacy has been deemed less signifi-
cant than his pedagogical one. These discs from Naxos are really the first systematic re-evaluation of his work as a 
composer. His compositional gifts are clearly an encyclopedic knowledge of the violin allied with a gift for lyrical 
melodic lines.  For any composer in the first half of the 19th Century composing for a solo violin the Bach Sonatas 
and Partitas for solo violin (BWV1001–1006) and the Paganini 24 Caprices for solo violin loom large. De Bériot’s real 
skill with his 12 Scènes ou Caprices pour le violon Op.109 is that he neither tries to emulate nor is daunted by either 
of these monolithic predecessors. Instead he plays to his own strengths outlined above and produces works of enor-
mous charm, musicality and real worth.  

None of which would count for much if they were not played with the extraordinary virtuosity and musical matur-
ity of Bella Hristova. Young violinists with stainless-steel techniques seem to be two-a-penny currently. Naxos have 
issued debut discs by several but to my ear remarkable technical address all too often comes in harness with musi-
cal anonymity. Not so here – the 24 year old Hristova combines jaw-dropping technical prowess with real style. To 
my mind this is old-fashioned playing in the very best sense. In track 1 just listen at 1:02 where she bends the chord 
– it’s a nuance but for her a natural and effective one. Or else track 8, Saltarella only 13 seconds in where she tosses 
off a little run of thirds with such ease and grace. I could go on and on about things that are hard on the violin that 
she makes sound easy.                             

Here, however,  is one general thought: in essence the violin is a linear instrument – it plays lyrical lines better than 
vertical harmonies. So when Bach writes his fugues or the Chaconne the greatest problem is to produce even tone 
across all of the chords or inner part-writing. De Bériot writes horizontally and vertically as well and Hristova’s 
single greatest achievement is the way she is able to tease out the horizontal lines implied in the vertical writing.                                                               

This is coupled to playing that evinces a glorious range of tone, dynamic and colour. A real feature is fantastic bow-
to-string contact; it is always said that great players are truly defined by their bow control not their left hand dexter-
ity. The liner-notes say that she plays on a 1655 Nicolò Amati violin that used to belong to Louis Krasner – the 
greatest compliment I can pay her is that she does her instrument and its heritage proud.  

After the sheer thrill of discovery of the Caprices the Nine Studies that follow are musically more modest but to be 
fair that is implied by the title. Each focuses more specifically on one aspect of violin technique and I’m sure their 
function was primarily pedagogical. But in Hristova’s hands they transcend this potential limitation and become 
works of some stature. Again her ability to “layer” the music bringing out individual strands is exceptional. This 
well planned programme is completed by the dramatic Prélude ou Improvisation Op.Posth. At some nine and a 
half minutes long this is by far the longest individual movement on the disc. I love the freedom and truly improvi-
satory way in which Hristova plays this. I cannot stress too strongly her intuitive musicality – there is a “rightness” 
to all her choices that I find quite utterly compelling. If I have missed other discs by her I will be seeking them out 
immediately; if this is her debut disc it is hugely auspicious. This is easily the best violin playing of this kind of rep-
ertoire I have heard in a very long time. I hope Naxos will encourage her to record the continuing volumes of this 
repertoire and much - or anything frankly! - beside. 

Exceptional violin playing reviving a major work of the solo violin repertoire. 
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NEWS   from Young Concert Artists, Inc.  

Bella Hristova,  violinist 

The second in the orchestra’s cathedral series again proved what a worthy venue and time this is. With 
a programme lasting about an hour and well-chosen items which don’t lay too heavily on a Sunday 
lunch, it gives audiences a chance to venture out during the day, so avoiding unpleasant features of the 
central city at night. 

Although a matinee performance, the soloist was no less stunning. Violinist Bella Hristova has an en-

gaging persona and her playing is outstanding. Her appetiser was Vaughan Williams’ evergreen The 
Lark Ascending and the main course Saint-Saëns’ brilliant Introduction and Rondo Capriccioso. 

The contrast in her playing was marked, reserved and ethereal in the Vaughan-Williams and full of bite 
and passion in the Saint-Saëns. With the CSO reduced to chamber size, the balance was exceptionally 
good, added to which Hristova made optimum use of the central sweet spot which makes the cathedral 
such an excellent performance space. The crystal clarity of her playing was characteristic of both per-
formances and particularly beautiful was her control at the end of The Lark, which had the audience on 
the edge of their seats. 

By contrast, the Saint-Saëns is a tricky little number and conductor Tom Woods did well to maintain 
cohesion between soloist and orchestra. 

Hristova's brilliance really shone here and she tackled the most fiendish acrobatics with absolute assur-
ance. 

Of the other works on show, Elgar's Serenade was a real treat, with Woods bringing out several nuances 
in interpretation that added much to this audience favourite. It was also a real treat to hear the CSO 
strings, albeit in reduced form, have their moment in the sun with such a great piece. 

Mozart's Haffner (Symphony No.35) closed the concert in style, with the first and final movements 
taken at suitably brisk tempi, with Woods unafraid to pull back in the first movement to shape the 
phrase endings. In the loud passages the inner parts tended to muddy but that was mainly due to the 
acoustic. Both inner movements were also propelled forward, avoiding indulgence in the second but 
making more of a quick step out of the minuet. 

Reduced CSO plays stylishly with an engaging Hristova 
Patrick Shepherd 
The Press (Christchurch, New Zealand) 
May 26, 2008 
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Bella Hristova,  violinist 

I sensed a winner in Bella Hristova when she first took the stage at the Queenstown semifinals of the 
Michael Hill International Violin Competition. 

For unaccompanied Bach she chose spirited dances over finger-tangling fugues; her own energetic ca-
denza for the Mozart concerto movement had a whiff of Slavic determination to it. 

A week later, the young Bulgarian carried off the first prize at the Saturday night final, with a gripping 
Brahms Violin Concerto. 

Brahms’ lengthy first movement was a taste of heaven, effortlessly spun from charged lyricism to a fear-
lessly delivered Heifetz cadenza. 

The Adagio was a magnificent song, a beautifully posed response to Martin Lees' shapely oboe solo. 

Rubato was subtle; the phrasing meticulous. The sheer determination of the Finale swept all before it, 
taking advantage of Hristova’s rich-toned 1655 Amati violin. 

Yuuki Wong took second prize although he had already been rewarded for giving the best account of 
Ross Harris’ Fanitullen. Wong’s Brahms had the same delicacy and whimsy that he showed in Thurs-
day’s semi-finals, when he joined Ashley Brown and Sarah Watkins in Dvorak’s Dumky Trio. 

There was much to admire in his interpretation but, even allowing for moments of thorny intonation, 
Wong lacked the dramatic projection that carried Hristova to the fore. 

Stefan Hempel was a clear third. His first movement seemed sluggish, and throughout the concerto 
there were serious issues with intonation, from awkward octave passages to extremely insecure arpeg-
gio work. 

Hearing the same concerto three times in the one evening made for much bantering about Brahms from 
the various speech-givers - including Helen Clark - but it certainly provided a level playing field on 
which to compare the various interpretations. 

It would be impossible to praise the Auckland Philharmonia Orchestra and conductor Christian Knapp 
too much. Knapp responded with immense sympathy and artistry to the challenge of working with 
three different interpretations; one could hear the individuality of each soloist being underlined from 
the opening tutti. 

The American was scrupulous in issues of balance and unbridled in his enjoyment of Brahms’ Hungar-
ian finale; as was the orchestra which can be justly proud of its association with such a premier event. 

Violinist determined to succeed 
William Dart 
The New Zealand Herald 
June 11, 2007 
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Bella Hristova,  violinist 

She Plays to Win 
Aimee Lee Ball 
O The Oprah Magazine 
May 2006 

In parts of Eastern Europe, as recently as 20 years ago, the key to staying alive could be someone in the 
family tending a garden in the countryside, putting away vegetables and fruits as a lifeline during the 
cold, damp winter. For Bella Hristova, that person was her maternal grandmother, whose home in rural 
Bulgaria provided sustenance but who was murdered on her way into town to sell the mushrooms she 
had collected. “When my grandma was killed, I was 5 years old and we lost that summer place,” she 
says. “My father had died when I was 4, so it was just my mother and me.” 
 The Following year, Hristova took up the violin. “My mom always had a dream that her daugh-
ter would play,” she says. “My father wrote songs for children’s choirs, and my mom conducted those 
choirs—that’s how they met.” After studying with the same teacher for six years, Hristova determined 
to learn a difficult sonata called “Devil’s Trill” for a competition. “My teacher had a favorite student 
who wasn’t me, and that teacher said I’d never be able to play the piece. I’m quite stubborn—her remark 
actually motivated me. I won the scholarship, and the next day she kicked me out of her class.” 
 Searching for a way to have a dependable food supply, Hristova started traveling to the capital 
city of Sofia, three hours away by train, to play the violin in front of the Sheraton Hotel.  “At first, I was 
very embarrassed, ashamed,” she says. “Mostly there are Gypsies playing for money. but it was just 
what I had to do. And I wasn’t fiddling around; I was playing real music. I collected enough money to 
buy a summer house in a village called Izgrev. We’d take water out of a well by buckets and grow rows 
of strawberries, apples, pears, walnuts, melons, peppers, tomatoes, cucumbers.” 
 Applying to another competition in the Czech Republic, Hristova met a music teacher from 
Michigan who was so impressed with her potential that he and his wife brought her to America, ulti-
mately becoming her legal guardians. Now 20 years old, she is a scholarship student at the prestigious 
Curtis Institute of Music in Philadelphia, supporting her mother back in Bulgaria with the fees she re-
ceives from recitals and concert appearances. “I have a green card,” she says, “and I hope my mother 
will join me one day, but immigration is difficult.” Music is still saving her in various ways. “If I’m 
really angry and about to say things I don’t mean to says,” she admits, “I zone out with Mahler or Ra-
diohead on my iPod.” 
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BELLA HRISTOVA, violinist 
 

REPERTOIRE WITH ORCHESTRA 
   
  BACH    Concerto in A minor, BWV 1041 

Concerto for Two Violins in D minor, BWV 1043 
 Concerto for Three Violins in D Major, BWV 1064 

BARBER   Concerto, Op. 14 
BARTÓK   Concerto No. 2 

  BEETHOVEN   Concerto in D Major, Op. 61 
      Romance No. 2 in F Major, Op. 50 

BERG    Concerto  
  BRAHMS   Concerto in D Major, Op. 77 
  BRUCH   Concerto No. 1 in G minor, Op. 26 
      Scottish Fantasy, Op. 46 
  MICHAEL DAUGHERTY Concerto, “Fire and Blood” 
  DVOŘÁK    Concerto in A minor, Op. 53 
      Romance, Op. 11 
  ELGAR   Concerto in B minor, Op. 61 
  GLASS   Concerto No. 1 
  HAYDN    Concerto No. 1 in C Major, Hob. VIIa:1 
  HUBAY   Carmen Fantasie Brillante 
  KHACHATURIAN  Concerto in D minor 

KORNGOLD   Concerto in D Major, op. 35 
  DAVID LUDWIG  Saturn Bells 

MENDELSSOHN  Concerto in E minor, Op. 64 
  MOZART    Concerto No. 2 in D Major, K. 211 
      Concerto No. 4 in D Major, K. 218 
      Concerto No. 5 in A Major, K. 219 
  PÄRT    Fratres 

PIAZZOLLA   Four Seasons of Buenos Aires 
  PROKOFIEV    Concerto No. 1 in D Major, Op. 19 
      Concerto No. 2 in G minor, Op. 63 
  KEVIN PUTS   Concerto 
  RAVEL   Tzigane 

SAINT-SAËNS  Introduction and Rondo Capriccioso 
  SHOSTAKOVICH  Concerto No. 1 in A minor, Op. 99 
  SIBELIUS    Concerto in D minor, Op. 47 
  SPOHR   Concerto No. 8 in A minor, Op. 47 
  STRAVINSKY   Concerto in D 
  TCHAIKOVSKY  Concerto in D Major, Op. 35 
  VAUGHAN WILLIAMS The Lark Ascending 
  VIVALDI   The Four Seasons, Op. 8, Nos. 1-4 
      Concerto for Two Violins in A minor, Op. 3, No. 8 
  WIENIAWSKI   Polonaise in D Major, Op. 4 
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